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Fading Noise Reduction Effect 

Through the Short Time DFT Compander 

Short Time D_FTコンパンダの

フェージング雑音抑圧効果

岸政七十 哀暁輝:
Masahichi KISHI. Xiaohui YUAN 

ABSTRACT Signαls transmitted over poor rαdio chαnnels are interfered by j.αding noise tσ 
be degraded in speech q叩 lity.The short time DFT ( ST DFT ) compαnder has succes司fully

excluded envelope detection owing to employing concept of instαntaneous spectrum insteαd 

of employingα'Pproximαted AM  demodulation in reαlizing the envelope detectors. This ST 

DFTcompαnder isαble to reduce fiαdingπoise to improve speech quality over poor radio 

channels withoutαny distortions. The ST DFT compander is discussed in this pα1Jer to op-

timize their structures αnd is also discussed to be sufficient in noise reduction both from 

theoreticalαnαlysisαnd computer simulations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It becomes to be eager for effective utilization 

of radio frequency resources through both 

narrowing spectrum occupancy and reducing 

transmission power. Unfortunately， narrow-

ing bandwidth in angular modulation loses the 

merits of low noise during wide band ampli-

fiers， and saving transmission power intro-

duces demerits of being suffered from thermal 

or fading noise. Therefore， such noise reduc-

tion facilities as compander or diversity receiv-

ing are inevitable in narrow band communica-

tion systems for preventing frequency re・

sources from exhausting. 

Companding is so well known as a tech幽

nique for improving the signal to noise ratio 

( SNR ) over poor radio channels. Many inves-
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tigations are keenly studied on realizing the 

companders. However， conventional syllabic 

companders have been concerned with approx帽

imation in the way of AM  demodulation to es -

timate signal envelope component with certain 

intermodulation error between input signals 

and their envelopes. An exact compander 

based on the ST DFT was successfully realized 

with employing instantaneous spectrum to ex-

clude envelope detection to be almost free from 

any distortions.[l] 

However， the ST DFT compander is suf-

fered from the great deal of computation. A 

new optimizing structure of the ST DFT com-

pander is proposed with introducing the dis-

crete circular correlation to save great deal of 

computing power. 

The fading noise not only causes such sig回

nal dispersion as intersymbol interference， but 

also causes severe damages in received SNR. 

The ST DFT compander gives a nonlinear op -
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eration of companding the input signal trans-

mitt吋 throughthe fading channel in order to 

improve speech quality based on the concept of 

mstantaneous spectrum. 

2. THE ST DFT COMP ANDER AND ITS OP-

TIMIZATION 

2.1 Principle of th邑STDFT Compander 

Let x(n) represent samples of a sp田 chsignal， 

仇(n)is the k仏 spectrumcomponent of its in-

stantaneous spectrum at sampling time n. 

Every spectrum component ifJk(η)is defined by 

the ST DFT as following， 

。k(n)= 2: x(r)h(η-r)WNk (1) 
r=一回

where， WNk = exp{一j(2πrk/N)} integer k is 

O三k< N; WNk is the same operator defined in 

the existing DFT; x(r) is sampled input data 

at sampling tim巴 r;h( *) is a significant win-

dow function defined by 

(1， ifp= 0 
h(p) = ~ (2) 

lO， ifp=幻¥fu，u is nonzero integer 

For example， a N frame length Nyquist 

window function truncated with 2L fram巴

number h(p) ， 

h(p) = sin(pn/N)/(pn/N)， -LN:5， p三日¥f(3) 
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Fig.l Companding the instαntenious spectrum compo-

nent on the phase plane. 

may be employed as the window functIon in 

the ST DFT. 

The functions of companding are per-

formed on the phase plane via such operations 

as multiplying and dividing each vector of the 

insiantaneous spectrum components in pro-

portion to i七sabsolute value. L自tthe kth instan -

taneous spectrum component仇(n)be

ゆk(n)= I仇(n)I eI8k(n) (4) 

The compr自ssed/expanded insiantaneous 

spectrum component れ(n陶酔venby 

み(n)= Iゐ(n)I乍帥 (5) 

whereαis set to be 0.5 for compressor， and 

to be 2 for expander. 

The companded output signals y(n)as given 

by 

1 N-l 
y(η)=す Zれ(η)W1[k (6) 

.1.V k=O 

It's obviously seen in eq.6 that the ST DFT 

compander is released from detecting the en-

velopes owing to employing instantaneous 

spectrum. 

2.2 Optimizing Structure of th邑 STDFT Com-

pand邑r

It is shown in eq.l that the instantaneous spec-

trum 仇(n)is different from the form of the 

DFT and， therefore， can not b巴 computeddi-

rectly in following to the FFT algorithm. 

However， modulo structure is deduced from 

the ST DFT by setting variables r =η+s，and 

s= lN+m， 

。k(n)= L x(n+s)h(-s)Wjy(n+s) 
s=一回

∞ N-l 

= L L x(η+lN+m) 

. h( -lN -m)Wi.}n叩 +m)k

lnterchanging the orders of summation ， 
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we obtain 

N-l 

ifJk(n) = WNnk L X二(n)WNmk (7) 

where， 

x;;.(n) = L x(n+lN+m)h(-lN-m) (8) 

It gives convenient modifications for ifJk(n) 

that the DFT of the N -point (in m) sequence 

x;;. (n) for fixed n is employed as in eq.7， 

which also allows introducing the FFT algo・

rithm once x;;. (n)has been formed.[2] 
However， eq.8， which is defined by a kind of 

convolution， is also necessary to introduce the 

FFT algorithm. Equation 8 requires a great 

deal of computing power. Therefore，. it be-

comes to be important to design a high speed 

algorithm for computing eq.8. 

Since h( *) is an N frame length window 

function truncated with 2Lframe number， the 

summation of eq.8 is limited into finite de-

termined by 2LN in practice. Equation 8 is 

modified as 

L-l 
X;;; (n) = L: x(n +町 +m)h(-lN-m) (9) 

I=-L 

We introduce the following sub -sequences; 

[んn(l)=h(-lN-m) 

lxn+m(l) = x(n + lN + m) 

here， 

05m5N-1， 

-L5l5L-1， 

-LN5n5LN-1. 

(10) 

Supposing the length of x(r) to be 2LN， 

which is the same to the length of h( *) ， we de -

fine: 

(x(r+ 2LN)， 
x(r) = ~ 

ヤ(r-2LN)，

r<-LN 
(11) 

r>LN-1 

Then， xpN+rバl)can be recognized as the circu -

lar left -shift of xm(l). 

Substituting eq.10 and k = l + L into eq.9， it 

glves 

L-l 
x;;. (n) = L xn+m(l)hm(l) 

1=ーL

2L-1 

= ~ xn+m(k)hm(k) 
k=O 

where， hm(k) =h[(L-k)N-m] 

(12) 

xn+m(k)=x[n+(k-L)+m] 05k52L-1 

Setting the variable n = PN + n' 

2L-l 
x;;.(ρN+η) = L xpN+が+m(k)hm(k) (13) 

k;(J 

Then， x;;. (PN + n' )is recognized as the discrete 

circular correlation with pincrease from -Lto 

(L -1) for fixed n' and m. Therefore， the 

Discrete Circular Correlation Theorem c釘 1be 

employed for eq.13. 

The DFT of X-LN+n'+m(k) and hm(k)are de・

fined as; 

X一山+が+m(U)=F[ι.LN+n'+m(k)] 

2L-l 
= L X-LN+が+m(k)wgk

k=O 

2L-l 
Hm(U) =F[hm(k)] = L hm(k)W;fk 

k;(J 

(14) 

where， 05U， k52L-1， 05n'， m5N-1. 

Then， 
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Fig.2Leveldiαgram over poor radio channel. 



panding. On the frequency domain， 

component is illustrated in fig.1 . 

The output signal y(η) is finally synthesized 

through ST DFT from compressedl巴xpanded

spectrum， as shown in eq.6. The nonlinear op-

eration of expanding input signals is able to 

recover the degraded speech quality by twice in 

the meaning of decibel as shown in level dia-

gram of fig.2 . 

every 
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思 [(k-L)N +ゲ]=yl[X一日+が+m(U)H';'(U)]

2L-l 

= (lj2L) エ[X-LN十九'+m(U)H';'(U)]Wff
u=o 

(15) 

Equation 15 shows clearly that the optimizing 

structure is introduced into the ST DFT com-

pander based on the FFT algorithm in order to 

save great deal of computing power. 

3.2 Simulation of Noise Reduction Effect 

As discussed previously，the ST DFT compan-

d巴rsare able to be used to reduce fading noise 

to improve the spe思chquality over poor chan-

nels with emphasis on employing concept of 

instantaneous spectrum to detect envelopes. 

All computer simulation of noise reduction ef-

fect via the ST DFT comp回 derare performed 

on the supercomputer CRA Y X -MP 114se at 

AIT. The window function frame number 2L 

is set to be 8 and frame length N is set to be 32 

The sampling frequency is set to be 8 KHZ. 
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3. F ADING NOISE REDUCTION EFFECT 

3.1 Principle of Noise Reduction 

In the ST DFT compander， input signal x(r) is 

at first analyzed by ST DFT to yield instanta-

neous spectrum {恥(n)}，as shown in eq.l. 

Secondly， every component of the instanta-

neous spectrum are dividing/multipling by 

prior amount to get compressed/expanded 

spectrum {高(η)}，as shown in eq.5. The real 

part ak (π) or imaginary part bk (n) of com-

pressed/expanded instantaneous spectrum 

component高(叫isgiven as followin 

。高 (η)=1引 α1ak(n) 

(16) bk(η) =1仇(n)1αー1bk(η) 
1 
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Noise Reduction Effect over Silent Duration 

The fading noise for the expander is expanded 

as shown in fig.3(a) by 1 to 2 in decibel m巴an-

ings. The expanded noise is shown in fig.3(b). 

The simulation shows that the ST DFT com-

pand色rcan efficiently suppress the fading 

noise over silent duration. 

Noise Reduction Effect 0すerPhonetic Duration 

Figure 4( a) shows the signals over the phonet-

ic duration before companding in the ST DFT 

compressor. Figure 4(b) shows transmitted 

signals damaged with -20 dBrms noise ob-

served at the receiving site before expanding 

Expanded signals are sufficiently recovered as 

shown in fig.4( c) via the ST DFT expander 

from the interfered nois白.

4. CONCLUSION 

The optimizing structure has been discussed in 

order to save computing power in the ST DFT 

compander. The ST DFT compander is shown 

to be sufficient in noise reduction both from 

theoretical analysis and computer simulation. 

Further studies on suppressing the multiplica-

tive fading noise with the ST DFT compander 

will make the ST DFT companders more use -

ful 
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